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A grade open Bonus Comments Rank

1 2 2.5 2 1 1 1 0 9.5

2 Damsel fly 2 2 2 1 1.5 1 0 9.5

3 First steps 2 2 2 1 1.5 1 0 9.5

4 2 2.5 2 1.5 1 1 0 10.0

5 2.5 2.5 2 1 1.5 1 0 10.5 M

6 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 9.0

7 2.5 2.5 2 1.5 1.5 1.5 0 11.5 H

8 2.5 3 2 1 1.5 1.5 0 11.5 H

9 2 2 1.5 1 1 1 0 8.5

10 Serenity 2 2 2 1 1.5 1 0 9.5

11 2 2.5 2 1 1 1 0 9.5

12 2 2 2 1 1.5 1 0 9.5

Wow 
3

Comp 
3

Art 
3

Origin 
2

Tech 
2

Story 
2

Total/
15

Autumn 
colours

A pleasant scene that is composed well but lacks impact. It has a strong feeling of falling off the left side. If you 
reverse the image and increase the lighting and contrast this image will feel more stable and come alive.

The technicals in this image appear to be good but that is hard to judge through dropbox. The flies are sharp with a 
small amount of movement in the top wings indicating the hover. The ripples are good but the main subject is 
essentially swamped by the overall content.

Another image which is technically good but has an awkward composition with aspects competing for main subject. 
I think there needs to be a sacrifice of something to focus on the chosen main subject.

Magic 
waters

A lovely composition showing creativity in the positioning of the rods. The image would probably benefit from 
lightening up to give it more impact.

Male 
rainbow 
bee eater

A stunning image with the right depth of field to get the whole bird in focus. I think I'd prefer a bit off the right and a 
bit more at the top so the bird isn't so central. Well captured.

Mitey tite A good record shot of a cave you've visited but having been an adventure caver when I was younger this lacks the 
magnificence and lighting that I have seen. I would probably also challenge the title. Simply ramping up the 
brightness will bring out the features and make this a better image.

Seaside 
story

What a great image that tells a wonderful story of affection between a girl and her horse. You have captured a 
precious moment in their lives. The sand on the horses face tells more story of where they've been spending time 
together. Cropped a bit too tight and a distracting top with noise present. A bit of lightening and contrast boost will 
give it a lift.

Seating the 
shoe

An excellently captured image that can be notoriously difficult, right down to the flames. Composition, technicals 
and story are all well done. I found the shadow lower left distracting and wondered if it could have been cloned 
away, but that's a minor criticism of a great image.

Serenity in 
smoke

A good record shot of something with meaning to the artist but it lacks a meaning to the casual viewer. I wonder if a 
wider shot would have given more context.

A beautiful scene but I believe there is a much stronger composition image in using only part of this one which has 
too much white space. Try turning this into a portrait of the right half with a bit cropped from the extreme right where 
the pole goes out of the image. Then flip it horizontally and you have a much more powerful composition. 

Grasshopp
er

The composition is good based on the content but there is conflict then on the main subject, with neither being fully 
sharp. I would probably sacrifice the lily and crop to the grasshopper, then lighten it.

Truly 
Tracey

A strong image which is perhaps an unnatural expression, almost as if startled. I felt it lacked definition with the 
chin almost disappearing into the neck and would benefit from different lighting. 
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13 2 2.5 2 1.5 1 1 0 10.0

A grade set Bonus Tot

1 2 2.5 2 1 1 1 0 9.5

2 2 2 2 1 1.5 1 0 9.5

3 City escape 2 2 1.5 1 1 1 0 8.5

4 3 3 2.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 0 13.0 H

5 2 2 1.5 1 1 1 0 8.5

6 2 2 1.5 1 1 1 0 8.5

7 Shanghai 2.5 3 2 1 1.5 1 0 11.0 M

8 2 2 1.5 1 1 1 0 8.5

9 2.5 2.5 2 1 1 1 0 10.0

10 1.5 2 1.5 1 1 1 0 8.0

11 2 2 1.5 1 1 1 0 8.5

Watching 
you

A striking image which gained points for originality. It is well composed and the depth of field is pretty good 
considering the challenges present. I just wondered whether a wider angle which retained the pose but introduced 
more context could have been a benefit.

Wow 
3

Comp 
3

Art 
3

Origin 
2

Tech 
2

Story 
2

Bermagui 
rockpool

A good record shot of a holiday which has composed the content well but it lacks action. Why is there no one in the 
water?

Camping 
out

You've handled the depth of field well but the image lacks a human element that is needed with 'camping out'. 
Sadly there are too many elements chopped going either in or out of the image that no amount of cropping can fix. 
Try to frame your pictures so they avoid this problem.

A nice combination of old and new architecture. I found the flagpole bottom right annoying and it could have been 
cropped away. The focal point is clearly the church and it needs to be planted by showing the base of it.

Lonely 
traveller

I rarely award full points in any of my 6 attributes but this strong image got them for wow factor and composition. 
Fantastic leading lines and the story is made by that solo person on the right. A very well thought out image which 
obviously wasn't just a grab shot.

Maryboroug
h show

A great record shot to remember the occasion. Try to avoid cutting bits off with your framing like the animals ear 
and nose. You left some serious digital corruption in the tree line so seek advice from someone how to prevent 
that.

Mungeranie 
Hotel

My first thought was 'The lions den' near Cooktown but I then saw the differences. A classic outback pub shot. 
There is a better image here using a portrait format from the centre which removes the weak components of the 
TV, A/C, and the people. Then lighten it.

A well composed cityscape that may have been a bit oversharpened. Good straight lines and a pleasant colour.

Bubbler 
springs

A difficult location to create something with interest to the casual viewer. First option would be to wait for the golden 
hours with better natural light. The person chopped on the left needs to be removed. I always google these 
locations to see what others have done and then try to improve on the best online images.

The 
hornblower

Not an easy location to photograph from experience. Our cameras struggle with the mist. Composition is good but 
a bit more sky might have given a better balance. 

Travellers 
the world

The main point of the image is the procession so it needed cropping at the left edge of the pathway to remove the 
incidentals and then a bit off the top to retain the balance. You also need to lighten it due to the poor lighting on the 
day.

Treasure 
island

A great shot to remember the beautiful Fijian Christmas welcome to their island. They are such beautifully natured 
people. I'm guessing taken from a distance as it lacks sharpness. Well composed.
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12 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 9.0

B grade open Bonus

1 1.5 2 1.5 1 1 1 2 10.0

2 1198 bee 1.5 2 1.5 1 1 1 2 10.0

3 1.5 1.5 1.5 1 1 1 2 9.5

4 Colour wall 2 2.5 2 1 1 1 2 11.5 H

5 Dragon still 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 11.0 M

6 Fish pond 1.5 1.5 1.5 1 1 1 2 9.5

7 1.5 2 1.5 1 1 1 2 10.0

8 2 2 2 1 1.5 1 2 11.5 H

9 1.5 2 1.5 1 1 1 2 10.0

10 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 11.0 M

Wongi 
waterhole

A very peaceful location with potential to be a great image. If you crop 25% off the bottom to balance the image and 
then lighten it the image comes alive with a wonderful misty glow and leading line to take you into the image.

Wow 
3

Comp 
3

Art 
3

Origin 
2

Tech 
2

Story 
2

0395 
toucan

An amazing close up which unfortunately isn't sharp and no post processing sharpening tool is going to achieve 
what you need. 

Another image that is not sharp and once again probably cropped from a wider view. I think this image will work 
better rotated 90 degrees right. Image orientation is something that is sometimes difficult to accept changing what 
you took but in competition we need to present what works best.

A shade of 
mono

There is no main focal point in this image which leaves the viewer confused about where to look. Cropping some 
off the left may help create a better focal point.

A very pleasing image and composition which may present better at a different time of day and light. I'd also 
temporarily relocate their sign before reshooting. Alternatively simply lighten the image and those colours will jump 
out at you.

A good macro shot of the dragonfly. Well composed but the depth of field was too small and your lens has focused 
on body leaving the all important eye out of focus. 

A good record shot of somewhere you've been. The overhead angle was perhaps not the best option as there are 
too many objects in the image fighting for the viewers attention. 

Hungry 
magpie

A nice close up of a young magpie telling mum he wants something to eat but post processing has rendered some 
messy and unnatural background. Animals need space above and in front so they don't feel cramped. You would 
have been better not cropping so tight.

Scrap 
metal

A fun image which has been reasonably well handled although a bit brighter would be a benefit. Having the name 
adds context to what would otherwise be a random artwork anywhere in the world and excludes plagiarism. 

Storey 
bridge

A nice sharp aerial shot clearly showing the meandering river. A record of your experience but not something to 
inspire other viewers to want to be there and shoot it.

Sunning 
myself

A great macro with good depth of field rendering the dragon in total focus while blurring the background. Because 
he's in shade he needs to be lightened up and that blade of grass needs to be cloned away. He's also a bit 
cramped for space.
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B grade set Bonus

1 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 11.0 M

2 1201 trees 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 11.0 M

3 1.5 2 1.5 1 1 1 2 10.0

4 Gold Coast 2 2 2 1 1.5 1 2 11.5 H

5 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 11.0 M

6 2 2.5 2 1 1 1 2 11.5 H

7 2 2 1.5 1 1 1 2 10.5 M

8 2 2 1.5 1 1 1 2 10.5 M

9 1.5 1.5 1.5 1 1 1 2 9.5

10 1.5 1.5 1.5 1 1 1 2 9.5

11 2 2 2 1 1 1.5 2 11.5 H

12 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 11.0 M

Wow 
3

Comp 
3

Art 
3

Origin 
2

Tech 
2

Story 
2

0791 
Singapore

There is a good image here with a bit more work. Straighten the verticals and crop the excessive sky to form a 
panorama, then the stunning architectural qualities become the subject rather than a poor sky.

These conceptual trees are probably better taken from further away. This shot is a reasonable attempt at a difficult 
subject but not in focus and those real branches top right needed to be cloned out. 

Cityscape A good attempt at this scape. The verticals are pretty close. The pollution has impacted the overall effect but I think 
it could be improved by removing some sky and adjusting the brightness and contrast.

Ahh the lack of pollution. What a contrast. This is a nice GC night shot. Buildings on the right need to be 
straightened and I would probably clone away the street lights which draw the eye. A shame you chopped the top 
off the highest building.

Kings 
Canyon

A classic outback image which is well composed. Time of day was against getting a better image but I feel it could 
be improved with some more post processing.

Ladies 
market

A great image taken from an angle that is uncommon. The image is well grounded with the whole arch at the 
bottom. Exposure has also been handled well. A terrific travel shot that not many can claim.

Lines in the 
sand

An interesting shot that I feel may have been better captured from a different angle. Easy to say when you weren't 
there. The cone shape needs to be seen and a slightly wider angle for more context would be good. Definitely 
needs lightening.

Maldon 
steam

A good railway shot enhanced by the fact it shows steam. Image is lower at left which bothered me and is better 
when straightened. Lightening the shadows also brings out more detail in the dark spots.

Penang 
store

This image appears to have been taken through the window of a tour vehicle, which was probably moving and 
obviously has some significance to the author but lacks definition and meaning to the casual viewer/judge.

Smokey 
sunset

No doubt you enjoyed this sunset but the impact is lost to the casual viewer. Branches going out of the image are 
not good practice and there is evidence of fringing around the tree as a result of post processing. Not much you can 
do to redeem this shot.

Street 
market

A lovely strong coloured example of street photography. You could comfortably crop some of the blown out whites 
by cropping behind the shoulder of the other photographer on the left. The gaze of the vendors tells a story in itself.

Up, up and 
away

Really? Looks to me like touchdown coming by the angle of the plane. The white vignette works OK and for a 
distance shot it's reasonably sharp. That said there isn't much in regard to story, originality or wow factor.
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M grade open Bonus

1 2.5 2.5 2.5 1.5 1.5 1 1 12.5 H

2 Chloe 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 10.0

3 2 2.5 2 1 1 1 1.5 11.0 M

4 3 horses 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 10.0

M grade set Bonus

1 2.5 2.5 2.5 1.5 1.5 1 1 12.5 H

2 2 2.5 2 1.5 1 1 1 11.0 M

3 1.5 1.5 1.5 1 1 1 1 8.5

4 1.5 1.5 1.5 1 1 1 1 8.5

Merit 10.5-11    Honour 11.5 and above

Winner of best image of the month – A grade set – Lonely traveller

Wow 
3

Comp 
3

Art 
3

Origin 
2

Tech 
2

Story 
2

A brief 
moment

This is typical of a Peter Dombrovskis image and I am a fan of his work. You've been there at the right time of day 
which is an achievement  in itself. If only the sun had broken through and lit up the mountain. You could lighten the 
mountain with post processing but you might like the brooding appearance.

Well composed and framed. Well lit but I would prefer more detail by working on the tonal range. You have caught 
a good expression and smile which are key elements with baby photos.

Proud new 
parents

You've really captured the pride in the image. Well composed. It may benefit from a bit of work on light and contrast 
as it's rather flat.

A lovely combination of 3 which usually works. Nice colour variation in the 3. Depth of field was a bit short as the 
rear horse justified being in focus. Some post production aberration is evident in the skyline. I would have preferred 
a bit wider view as it's too close for my preference.

Wow 
3

Comp 
3

Art 
3

Origin 
2

Tech 
2

Story 
2

Godafoss What an amazing image and you've done a great job of controlling the light and speed. Congratulations on being 
there at the right time of day because you've ended up with an image that is a cut above most online examples.

Jokulsarlon Makes me feel cold just looking at it. I feel the bottom quarter is unneeded and detracts from the major focal point. 
Light and speed have beaten you on this one with a fair bit of digital noise evident. Have a bit more play with the 
composition content as I think you could do better.

Metricon 
stadium

Oh dear. All sorts of things went wrong here but without access to the data I can't advise what you need to do to 
correct it next time. Did you use a tripod???

Pacific 
jewel

I presume a ship on which you had a holiday cruise so significant to you and well framed and sharp. However for a 
competition, an image needs to be more than static, it needs to tell a story or ask a question. What emotion was 
this image supposed to raise in the judge?
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